NBAPBUD: Position Budget Form

Once 2019 NBAPBUD is converted to Chart V, the NBAPBUD form in Banner can only be used to view 2019 and beyond. If you need to view NBAPBUD for 2018 or earlier, please use our new Argos tool. NBAPBUD- ARGOS

You will find this within Argos under:

Human Resources – Production – Departmental Reports – NBAPBUD Argos - DPT

Clink on the Dashboard – Run Dashboard

![Dashboard](System Object (limited options))
Next enter the chart you want to view.

- 2018 and prior = Chart 9
- 2019 into the future = Chart V (or you can use Banner if you choose for 2019 on.)

Enter the Fiscal year
Enter the PCN number

You will get the same exact data you would have from Banner all on one page.